
The Organisation's offices are spread all over the world, their geographical
extent and their intensity of Real Existence depending on the number of
members present at the same time in the same areas. The existence of permanent
offices has been proven in Paris, New York, Uqbar, Saint-Etienne, Bogota,
Havana, Tamanrasset, Venice, Iqaluit, Baghdad, as well as in the homosexual
areas of Marrakech and Ryad. There are traces of the organisation's presence in
Hawaii, Tuvalu, New Orleans, Patagonia and Azerbaijan.

The actual area of influence of the Organisation varies from city to city – in
Paris it includes the Jardin Naturel in the twentieth arrondissement and the
adjacent alleys, as well as the two nearest metro lines, the entire length of which
is permanently patrolled by tramp spies. Public toilets and hostels for illegal
workers are the most used meeting places. A trained eye can recognize the
Organization's mark in any city, steppe or underwater ruin.

It is provided for in the unwritten statutes of the Organisation that brief meetings
with representatives of the Steering Committee (usually of the order of thirty
seconds, sometimes more and sometimes much less, the time of a literal blink of
an eye, on an underground platform or in the middle of a riot) are possible, at
any point in space-time – though usually in the future.

Members of the Organisation or sympathisers wishing to make an appointment
with a representative of the Committee usually submit their request by means of
hastily scribbled graffiti in public toilets or seemingly innocuous stickers (calls
to Jihad, advertisements for erotic telephone services, disappearances of
children) to be stuck on walls and poles, within the limits of the Organisation's
territory. The answer usually arrives within five years, by the same means, or
more rarely also coded in Morse code in the song of a bird or the sound of a car
engine starting up; sometimes also written on the T-shirt of a teenager or as a
message in a dream. It is not strictly impossible that she also comes by mail or
telephone.

The appointments granted are extremely rare, of the order of one or two per
century, and are usually in exchange for a favour of a sexual nature.


